Dear friends and family,
The highlight of 2015 was the victory of Zac’s 9th grade team on “Poetry Island.” (This victory
partially compensates for Thomas’s F on his 3rd grade poetry notebook, an academic blemish
that haunts Suzanne to this day.)
What is “Poetry Island,” you ask? I really have no idea (teenage boys not being the most
talkative members of the human race), but I envision it as a “Survivor”-like reality show with
tribes of turtleneck clad teens spouting poetry in a dark, smoky jungle. The host requires all
competitors to speak solely in sonnet form, and when one tribe stutters out a limerick or other
doggerel, their torches are extinguished and they’re banished to “Prose Land”—
condemned to futures as corporate lawyers. Nooooooooooo!!!!
I think I’d be a great judge for this show. I love plums, and often quote the first stanza of the
Williams Carlos Williams’ classic poem, “This Is Just to Say”: “I have eaten / the plums / that
were in / the icebox / yum!!” (Okay, there might be some poetic license in that last line). I also
participated in a haiku contest in high school with Suzanne, my brother Bruce, and our friend
Kristin Glueck Brodeur. The one rule was that each haiku must end with the line, “Like a clear,
cool pond.” The winner:
How I love the pain.1
Crusty French bread loaves, that is.
Like a clear, cool pond.
This season’s episode of “Poetry Island” required each tribe to
defend a real poet in a series of grueling challenges. Zac’s tribe got
Robert Frost and faced tough competition from Edgar Allan Poe,
Sylvia Plath, and Langston Hughes. You’d think that having a
poetry professor Mom would be an advantage, but Zac seems to
have won in spite of his mother’s expertise. When he mentioned at
the dinner table that his tribe got Frost, Suzanne gleefully suggested
that the team perform “Out, Out—” a poem chronicling a boy who
gets his hand snarled off by a buzz saw and dies. “That sounds like
a real crowd-pleaser, Mom,” Zac replied (and thereafter ignored all
parental input).
When not reciting poetry, Zac made the high school JV soccer team,
learned to play Frisbee golf with his Dad, and wheedled his way to
countless sleepovers with friends—possibly in an effort to escape
his parents’ attentions now that he’s the sole survivor (i.e. the only
child) in the house.
Luke is enjoying his sophomore year at Washington University in
St. Louis, where he’s pursuing a PNP major (psychology,
neuroscience, and philosophy), along with a minor in telling
Thomas how easy his life is at Stanford. This summer Luke
worked in a neuroscience lab at Davidson College running rats
through mazes and performing at least one rat brain surgery.
We’re pretty sure he’s now qualified to join the Republican
primary candidates. Luke’s year in haiku might be summed up:
What a great friend group,
And cool hand with a sharp knife—
Now, Luke, get some sleep!
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For French illiterates like me, pain is the French word for “bread."

Based on his Facebook posts, Thomas’ life does seem pretty easy,
with trips to Big Sur and Lake Tahoe interspersed with visits to San
Francisco and the PAC-12 football championship. But he also works
hard pursuing an international relations major and serving weekly
breakfasts at a homeless kitchen. This summer, he worked as an
activities coordinator for a middle school camp at Stanford, and he
managed to be without a girlfriend for almost the whole fall
quarter. Thomas’s year in haiku:
Thomas hits the beach
When he’s not volunteering.
Will he stay single?2
Despite working on digital projects during her sabbatical over the last
academic year, Suzanne had a bumpy transition back to teaching at Davidson
when technology issues almost derailed the website platforms for her classes.
Her digital scholarship reached its zenith, however, when she learned how to
design her own personalized “emoji,” which she’s texted around the globe. I
understand that the “tears of joy” emoji was named the word of the
year by Oxford Dictionaries, but can that really compete with this?
I continue to trundle along in the corporate law world, with an increasing focus on health care
transactions. That focus seems appropriate at my age, as I generate my own personal injury
cases (knee, lower back) while working out with a men’s fitness group in Davidson.
As we come to terms with the loss of Suzanne’s Mom last January, we feel more grateful than
ever to have you in our lives. We hope you’ll come visit, but please come prepared for some
pretty tough poetry competitions. Because . . .
If your verses stink
We’ll vote you off the Island
Like a clear cool pond
Lots of love,
Matt, Suzanne, Thomas, Luke, and Zac
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The answer to this, I’ve recently learned, is no.

